
From: Blount, Cindy, CMO on behalf of Allenbrand, Shirley, BOC 
To: PLN-Planner on Duty 
Subject: FW: Contact Commissioners > Content Submission | Number: 785 
Date: Wednesday, March 30, 2022 9:53:05 AM 
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Cindy Blount 
Senior Executive Assistant 
County Manager's Office 
111 S. Cherry Street, Suite 3300 Olathe, Kansas 66061 
Direct 913-715-0729| Office 913-715-0725| TDD 800-766-3777 
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From: donotreply@jocogov.org <donotreply@jocogov.org> 
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2022 8:55 AM 
To: Fast, Becky, BOC <Becky.Fast@jocogov.org>; O'Hara, Charlotte, BOC <Charlotte.OHara@jocogov.org>; Blount, 
Cindy, CMO <Cindy.Blount@jocogov.org>; Eilert, Ed, BOC <Ed.Eilert@jocogov.org>; Arehart, Grace, CMO 
<Grace.Arehart@jocogov.org>; Hanzlick, Janee, BOC <Janee.Hanzlick@jocogov.org>; Meyers, Jeff, BOC 
<Jeff.Meyers@jocogov.org>; Ashcraft, Michael, BOC <Michael.Ashcraft@jocogov.org>; Pearson, Penny, CMO 
<Penny.Pearson@jocogov.org>; Allenbrand, Shirley, BOC <Shirley.Allenbrand@jocogov.org> 
Subject: Contact Commissioners > Content Submission | Number: 785 

Submission ID:8590 

First Name 
Stephanie 

Last Name 
Graham 

Address 
6436 Lowell Avenue 
Merriam, KS. 66202 

Email 
sgraham@burnsmcd.com 

Phone 
9135228971 

Which Commissioner(s) would you like to contact? 
Ed Eilert - Board Chairman, Becky Fast - 1st District, Jeff Meyers - 2nd District, Charlotte O'Hara - 3rd District, Janeé 
Hanzlick - 4th District, Michael Ashcraft - 5th District, Shirley Allenbrand - 6th District 
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Comment/Question 
Good Morning, Commissioners. 
My name is Stephanie Graham. I have been a resident of Johnson County since I moved here 26 years ago. I strongly 
support solar development in Johnson County and I urge you to pass regulations that will enable Johnson County to 
benefit from the economic and environmental benefits of solar development. Doing so can provide good-paying jobs 
for Kansans. This is important to me because I want our county and Kansans to thrive economically and because we 
need climate action now. Solar development will help provide energy security at a time when the cost of fossil fuels 
is sky-rocketing. 

Would you like to supply an image or file? 
No 
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From: Pearson, Penny, CMO 
To: PLN-Planner on Duty 
Subject: FW: Contact Commissioners > Content Submission | Number: 785 
Date: Wednesday, March 30, 2022 9:11:11 AM 
Attachments: image001.png 

Penny Pearson 
Senior Executive Assistant 
County Manager's Office 
111 S. Cherry Street, Suite 3300 Olathe, Kansas 66061 
Direct 913-715-0501 | 
Office 913-715-0430 | TDD 800-766-3777 

From: donotreply@jocogov.org <donotreply@jocogov.org> 
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2022 8:55 AM 
To: Fast, Becky, BOC <Becky.Fast@jocogov.org>; O'Hara, Charlotte, BOC <Charlotte.OHara@jocogov.org>; Blount, 
Cindy, CMO <Cindy.Blount@jocogov.org>; Eilert, Ed, BOC <Ed.Eilert@jocogov.org>; Arehart, Grace, CMO 
<Grace.Arehart@jocogov.org>; Hanzlick, Janee, BOC <Janee.Hanzlick@jocogov.org>; Meyers, Jeff, BOC 
<Jeff.Meyers@jocogov.org>; Ashcraft, Michael, BOC <Michael.Ashcraft@jocogov.org>; Pearson, Penny, CMO 
<Penny.Pearson@jocogov.org>; Allenbrand, Shirley, BOC <Shirley.Allenbrand@jocogov.org> 
Subject: Contact Commissioners > Content Submission | Number: 785 
Submission ID:8590 

First Name 
Stephanie 

Last Name 
Graham 

Address 
6436 Lowell Avenue 
Merriam, KS. 66202 

Email 
sgraham@burnsmcd.com 

Phone 
9135228971 

Which Commissioner(s) would you like to contact? 
Ed Eilert - Board Chairman, Becky Fast - 1st District, Jeff Meyers - 2nd District, Charlotte O'Hara - 3rd District, Janeé 
Hanzlick - 4th District, Michael Ashcraft - 5th District, Shirley Allenbrand - 6th District 

Comment/Question 
Good Morning, Commissioners. 
My name is Stephanie Graham. I have been a resident of Johnson County since I moved here 26 years ago. I strongly 
support solar development in Johnson County and I urge you to pass regulations that will enable Johnson County to 
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benefit from the economic and environmental benefits of solar development. Doing so can provide good-paying jobs 
for Kansans. This is important to me because I want our county and Kansans to thrive economically and because we 
need climate action now. Solar development will help provide energy security at a time when the cost of fossil fuels 
is sky-rocketing. 

Would you like to supply an image or file? 
No 



 

 

 

 

 

From: Pearson, Penny, CMO 
To: PLN-Planner on Duty 
Subject: FW: Contact Commissioners > Content Submission | Number: 786 
Date: Wednesday, March 30, 2022 11:24:12 AM 
Attachments: image001.png 

Penny Pearson 
Senior Executive Assistant 
County Manager's Office 
111 S. Cherry Street, Suite 3300 Olathe, Kansas 66061 
Direct 913-715-0501 | 
Office 913-715-0430 | TDD 800-766-3777 

From: donotreply@jocogov.org <donotreply@jocogov.org> 
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2022 10:48 AM 
To: Fast, Becky, BOC <Becky.Fast@jocogov.org>; O'Hara, Charlotte, BOC <Charlotte.OHara@jocogov.org>; Blount, 
Cindy, CMO <Cindy.Blount@jocogov.org>; Eilert, Ed, BOC <Ed.Eilert@jocogov.org>; Arehart, Grace, CMO 
<Grace.Arehart@jocogov.org>; Hanzlick, Janee, BOC <Janee.Hanzlick@jocogov.org>; Meyers, Jeff, BOC 
<Jeff.Meyers@jocogov.org>; Ashcraft, Michael, BOC <Michael.Ashcraft@jocogov.org>; Pearson, Penny, CMO 
<Penny.Pearson@jocogov.org>; Allenbrand, Shirley, BOC <Shirley.Allenbrand@jocogov.org> 
Subject: Contact Commissioners > Content Submission | Number: 786 

Submission ID:8605 

First Name 
Diane 

Last Name 
Kuhn 

Address 
12830 Johnson Drive #304 
Shawnee, KS. 66216 

Email 
dianeckuhn135@gmail.com 

Which Commissioner(s) would you like to contact? 
Ed Eilert - Board Chairman, Becky Fast - 1st District, Jeff Meyers - 2nd District, Charlotte O'Hara - 3rd District, Janeé 
Hanzlick - 4th District, Michael Ashcraft - 5th District, Shirley Allenbrand - 6th District 

Comment/Question 
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As county commissioners, I hope you are considering not just what is best for citizens in 2022. I urge you to be 
looking ahead 25-50 years to how your decisions will affect future generations. Climate change is real. Pollution from 
fossil fuels is evident. Sources for them are uncertain. Think environment, Think cost. Think solar power 
environment. 

Would you like to supply an image or file? 
No 
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From: Pearson, Penny, CMO 
To: PLN-Planner on Duty 
Subject: FW: Contact Commissioners > Content Submission | Number: 777 
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2022 8:40:12 AM 
Attachments: image001.png 

Penny Pearson 
Senior Executive Assistant 
County Manager's Office 
111 S. Cherry Street, Suite 3300 Olathe, Kansas 66061 
Direct 913-715-0501 | 
Office 913-715-0430 | TDD 800-766-3777 

From: donotreply@jocogov.org <donotreply@jocogov.org> 
Sent: Monday, March 28, 2022 9:29 AM 
To: Fast, Becky, BOC <Becky.Fast@jocogov.org>; O'Hara, Charlotte, BOC <Charlotte.OHara@jocogov.org>; Blount, 
Cindy, CMO <Cindy.Blount@jocogov.org>; Eilert, Ed, BOC <Ed.Eilert@jocogov.org>; Arehart, Grace, CMO 
<Grace.Arehart@jocogov.org>; Hanzlick, Janee, BOC <Janee.Hanzlick@jocogov.org>; Meyers, Jeff, BOC 
<Jeff.Meyers@jocogov.org>; Ashcraft, Michael, BOC <Michael.Ashcraft@jocogov.org>; Pearson, Penny, CMO 
<Penny.Pearson@jocogov.org>; Allenbrand, Shirley, BOC <Shirley.Allenbrand@jocogov.org> 
Subject: Contact Commissioners > Content Submission | Number: 777 
Submission ID:8346 

First Name 
Jude 

Last Name 
LaClaire 

Address 
8202 W 57th St 
Merriam , KS. 66202 

Email 
drjude@heartlandholistic.com 

Phone 
9137226873 

Which Commissioner(s) would you like to contact? 
Ed Eilert - Board Chairman, Becky Fast - 1st District, Jeff Meyers - 2nd District, Charlotte O'Hara - 3rd District, Janeé 
Hanzlick - 4th District, Michael Ashcraft - 5th District, Shirley Allenbrand - 6th District 

Comment/Question 
I fully support the development of solar energy in the state of Kansas. I do support regulations that foster solar 
energy, not inhibit it. Climate change is not scientifically debatable and is crucial to the survival of our earth, 
including Kansas!!! This is not a time for political stances, partisanship or clinging to misinformation. Please, for the 
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sake of our children, grandchildren, and our safe future protect, encourage and develop solar power in Kansas. 

Would you like to supply an image or file? 
No 



 

 

 

 

 

From: Arehart, Grace, CMO 
To: PLN-Planner on Duty 
Subject: FW: Contact Commissioners > Content Submission | Number: 787 
Date: Wednesday, March 30, 2022 11:07:47 AM 
Attachments: image001.png 

Grace Arehart 
Senior Executive Assistant 
County Manager's Office 
111 S. Cherry Street, Suite 3300 Olathe, Kansas 66061 
Direct 913-715-0425 | 
Office 913-715-0430 | TDD 800-766-3777 

From: donotreply@jocogov.org <donotreply@jocogov.org> 
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2022 10:52 AM 
To: Arehart, Grace, CMO <Grace.Arehart@jocogov.org>; Meyers, Jeff, BOC <Jeff.Meyers@jocogov.org> 
Subject: Contact Commissioners > Content Submission | Number: 787 

Submission ID:8606 

First Name 
Michael 

Last Name 
Penner 

Address 
12819 W 50TH ST 
Shawnee, KS. 66216 

Email 
mkpenner59@gmail.com 

Phone 
9133786423 

Which Commissioner(s) would you like to contact? 
Jeff Meyers - 2nd District 

Comment/Question 
“Good morning. My name is Mike Penner. I am a resident of Johnson County. I support solar development in 
Johnson County. Please pass regulations that will enable Johnson County to benefit from the economic and 
environmental benefits of solar development. I care because I want our county to thrive economically and because 
we need climate action now.” 
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Would you like to supply an image or file? 
No 



From: Blount, Cindy, CMO on behalf of Allenbrand, Shirley, BOC 
To: PLN-Planner on Duty 
Subject: FW: Contact Commissioners > Content Submission | Number: 780 
Date: Wednesday, March 30, 2022 9:56:55 AM 
Attachments: image001.png 

Cindy Blount 
Senior Executive Assistant 
County Manager's Office 
111 S. Cherry Street, Suite 3300 Olathe, Kansas 66061 
Direct 913-715-0729| Office 913-715-0725| TDD 800-766-3777 
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From: donotreply@jocogov.org <donotreply@jocogov.org> 
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2022 2:21 PM 
To: Fast, Becky, BOC <Becky.Fast@jocogov.org>; O'Hara, Charlotte, BOC <Charlotte.OHara@jocogov.org>; Blount, 
Cindy, CMO <Cindy.Blount@jocogov.org>; Eilert, Ed, BOC <Ed.Eilert@jocogov.org>; Arehart, Grace, CMO 
<Grace.Arehart@jocogov.org>; Hanzlick, Janee, BOC <Janee.Hanzlick@jocogov.org>; Meyers, Jeff, BOC 
<Jeff.Meyers@jocogov.org>; Ashcraft, Michael, BOC <Michael.Ashcraft@jocogov.org>; Pearson, Penny, CMO 
<Penny.Pearson@jocogov.org>; Allenbrand, Shirley, BOC <Shirley.Allenbrand@jocogov.org> 
Subject: Contact Commissioners > Content Submission | Number: 780 

Submission ID:8529 

First Name 
Aaron 

Last Name 
Roberts 

Address 
7834 Windsor St. 
Prairie Village, KS. 66208 

Email 
aaron.roberts@colonialucc.org 

Phone 
9137300605 

Which Commissioner(s) would you like to contact? 
Ed Eilert - Board Chairman, Becky Fast - 1st District, Jeff Meyers - 2nd District, Charlotte O'Hara - 3rd District, Janeé 
Hanzlick - 4th District, Michael Ashcraft - 5th District, Shirley Allenbrand - 6th District 
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Comment/Question 
I know that you are about to consider regulations for solar energy farms in our county. Solar energy is a vital part of 
the energy production plan that we need. Please pass regulations that will enable Johnson County to benefit from 
the economic and environmental benefits of solar development. This is absolutely important for the health and 
benefit of Johnson County, and I hope that you will allow this to happen. 

Sincerely, 
Aaron Roberts 

Would you like to supply an image or file? 
No 
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From: Pearson, Penny, CMO 
To: PLN-Planner on Duty 
Subject: FW: Contact Commissioners > Content Submission | Number: 780 
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2022 3:16:41 PM 
Attachments: image001.png 

Penny Pearson 
Senior Executive Assistant 
County Manager's Office 
111 S. Cherry Street, Suite 3300 Olathe, Kansas 66061 
Direct 913-715-0501 | 
Office 913-715-0430 | TDD 800-766-3777 

From: donotreply@jocogov.org <donotreply@jocogov.org> 
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2022 2:21 PM 
To: Fast, Becky, BOC <Becky.Fast@jocogov.org>; O'Hara, Charlotte, BOC <Charlotte.OHara@jocogov.org>; Blount, 
Cindy, CMO <Cindy.Blount@jocogov.org>; Eilert, Ed, BOC <Ed.Eilert@jocogov.org>; Arehart, Grace, CMO 
<Grace.Arehart@jocogov.org>; Hanzlick, Janee, BOC <Janee.Hanzlick@jocogov.org>; Meyers, Jeff, BOC 
<Jeff.Meyers@jocogov.org>; Ashcraft, Michael, BOC <Michael.Ashcraft@jocogov.org>; Pearson, Penny, CMO 
<Penny.Pearson@jocogov.org>; Allenbrand, Shirley, BOC <Shirley.Allenbrand@jocogov.org> 
Subject: Contact Commissioners > Content Submission | Number: 780 
Submission ID:8529 

First Name 
Aaron 

Last Name 
Roberts 

Address 
7834 Windsor St. 
Prairie Village, KS. 66208 

Email 
aaron.roberts@colonialucc.org 

Phone 
9137300605 

Which Commissioner(s) would you like to contact? 
Ed Eilert - Board Chairman, Becky Fast - 1st District, Jeff Meyers - 2nd District, Charlotte O'Hara - 3rd District, Janeé 
Hanzlick - 4th District, Michael Ashcraft - 5th District, Shirley Allenbrand - 6th District 

Comment/Question 
I know that you are about to consider regulations for solar energy farms in our county. Solar energy is a vital part of 
the energy production plan that we need. Please pass regulations that will enable Johnson County to benefit from 
the economic and environmental benefits of solar development. This is absolutely important for the health and 
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benefit of Johnson County, and I hope that you will allow this to happen. 

Sincerely, 
Aaron Roberts 

Would you like to supply an image or file? 
No 
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Thursday, February 17, 2022 

Ms. Janee Hanzlick, BOCC 

111 S. Cherry Street Suite 3300 

Olathe, KS 66061 

Dear Ms. Hanzlick, 

I am writing as a long time, nearly life long resident of this county. Three years ago this June, I moved 

from Overland Park to rural, western, Johnson county as I had married a man, Rob who has lived out 

here for many years. Together, we have been remodeling the house and slowly reclaiming the land as 

we cut and thin trees and create a more beautiful piece of land. We own 5 acres, minus what was sold 

to the county several years ago to widen 151st street. Our neighbor mows a large portion of the land 

each summer for hay and we live on the south area of the property. 

If allowed to go in, the large, industrial solar farm will be a mere mile or so from us. I believe this will 

devastate this area. Instead, the best use of this part of Johnson county is for it to remain a rural area 

where families can come and have hobby farms, agri-tourism and generally live a country life. A young 

family has purchased a piece just south of us and will be begin building their dream home this year. Just 

down the road a piece is the Prairie Center meats, there is a sheep farm, farther on down is the Lewis 

Family Farm where Will Lewis and his parents grow vegetable plants, flowers, pumpkins and sunflowers. 

This is drawling a lot of folks out and this past year included a beautiful Christmas display. 

Putting a solar farm out here will ruin so much of the natural beauty, the wildlife corridors, the trees 

which take care of carbon dioxide and much more. Not to mention the risk of massive fires from solar 

battery story which the Edgerton Fire Department is not equipped to handle, and the potential heat 

island effect coming to us in the North east. 

PLEASE vote to table or completely outlaw any industrial solar in rural Johnson County. If you must have 

one, please put it on the powder plant property which is not worth much more than a solar farm 
anyway. 

Thank you, 

Sharmen S. McCollum 

15215 Edgerton Road 

Gardner, KS 66030 



FOR SOLAR FARMS 

TO: Commissioner Hanzlick DATE: March 2022 
CC: Chairman Eilbert 

111 S. Cherry St. 

Olathe, Kansas 

66061 

Dear Commissioner Hanzlick 

Please carefully review the recommended regulations that are being proposed to stifle solar 

farming progress in our county. I think you will find plenty of reasons why residents are 

opposed to them. 

For example: limiting permits to less than 30 years will complicate the process for our loca l 

farmers. Additionally. I am not fond of all the restrictions that are being considered for 

private property owners in general. 

I hope you will see why Johnson Countians like me are opposed to these regulations. I 

request that you please vote against such measures for our community. so we can instead 

maintain a plethora of solar energy for the region 

Thank you, 
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111 S. Cherry St. 
Olathe, KS 66061 

Commissioner Hanzlick 

CC: Ed Eilbert 

Good day, 

I'm sending this letter to share my disapproval of the proposed 

regulations For the solar Farm projects of private citizens. 

It is alarming that the government would wish to dictate how 

many acres a Farmer can put solar panels on to provide energy 

to our community. It feels like the these regulations were 

written with the wrong motivation . 

Please restore power to private property owners and vote 

against these proposals. 

Concernedly, 
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111 S. Cherry St. • Olathe, KS 66061 

Chairman Eilbert & Commissioner Hanzlick: 

As a fellow citizen of Johnson County, I am calling upon you both to reconsider the severe 

regulations that have been proposed for solar energy production. These regulations, in my 

understanding, are unnecessary and unjust. They will hurt our economy, hurt our position in the 

renewable energy sector, and hurt our local farmers. 

I stand opposed to acreage caps on private property rights. I am against the permit year 

decline that will end up meaning more paperwork and more hassle. I am displeased with the 

idea of a 2 mile limit away from certain locations that oozes the idea of "not in my backyard" for 

something that provides a great service to our community. 

Please reject these cumbersome regulations immediately so that solar farms can remain 

fruitful and cost-effective. 

Best, 





111 S. Cherry St.· Olathe. KS 66061 

Commissioner Hanzlick 

Chairman Eilbert 

Hello, 

I am a Johnson County resident and I am alarmed at the high level 

of regulations being suggested for solar energy. Applying such 

government control over private farmers' properties seems 

against our Kansas values and bad for our standing in the 

renewable energy effort. 

Please return control to farmers and stop government 

bureaucracy from hurting our local economy. 

Thank you, 
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Comm. Hanzlick 
CC: Ed Eilbert 

111 S. Cherry St. 
Olathe, Kansas 

66061 

County Commissioner: 

There is no time to waste in ensuring these overbearing regulations 

against solar farms are rejected by the county commission. 

Capping solar farmers' right to host solar farms on their own land is 

not in the spirit of Johnson County. Limiting where on their private 

property they can install these devices is wrong. 

I ask you to please stop these regulations from being approved. 

Thank you for your time. 



COMMissiONER HA~ZLiCli 
CC: Chairman Ed Eilbert 

111 S. Cherry St. I Olathe, KS 66061 

Dear Madam Commissioner, 

I have become keenly aware of the mountain of red tape that is 
threatening the economic success of solar farming in our county -
and I am asking you to rescue farmers from it before it is too late! 

There is no logical reason for our farmers to be told they cannot 
produce electricity to make a profit by severely limiting their right to 
install such panels beyond 1,000 acres. We should not be telling 
farmers what they can and cannot produce on their own lands. 

I ask you please fight against this insanity to ensure that progress 
and prosperity can remain in Johnson County. 

Sincerely, 

C\ ~ \~ \L:(SS {-( (2 Jl 
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To Commissioner Haznlick, 

The time to act is NOW. 

Johnson County needs your help if it is to move forward toward a better 
and brighter future. What we need more than anything is to be an 
alluring location for large outside businesses to set up shop at, and 
projects such as the large-scale solar farm will help ensure that such an 
outcome comes to fruition. 

If the County Planning Commission has their way, we will never see the 
boons of either a large solar farm near our community or the jobs which 
it will undoubtedly bring. 

Take action, and make it quick! 

Best regards, 



Dear Commissioner Janee Hanzlick, 

I wanted to share my opinion on the new renewable energy proposal. Shouldn't 
Johnson County have renewable energy to help create and stimulate economic 
growth, given that many significant firms have all set renewable energy goals? 

Limiting leasing licenses for 30-year renewable energy projects to 20 years is 
unheard of. The planning commission is setting the most anti-solar regulations in 
the country! Industry experts have indicated that 30 years is the standard! Why 
set unrealistic and unproductive standards? 

Please oppose the Planning Commission's horrible plan for large-scale solar 
farms. 

Thank you for your time and consideration. 

(_--==--------
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Commissioner Hanzlick, 

I don't often write , but I feel this issue is too important to pass up without making my voice 
heard. 

The County Planning Commission wants to set restrictions on renewable energy sources that 
would be terrible for our community. Not following industry standards would set us back against 
our peers and make us look as if we are not interested in moving forwards with the times -
something that I am absolutely not in agreement with, as I'm sure many others are as well. 

Take my voice, and those of others, into consideration and reject the County Planning 
Commission's proposal to enact unnecessary restrictions on renewable energy. 

Thank you, 



Dear Commissioner Hanzlick, 

I noticed that regulations on large-scale solar farms for leasing licenses were 

authorized by the Johnson County Planning Commission. 

I don't find it reasonable to set the lease term to 20 years if the industry 

standard, according to renewable energy experts, is 30 years for energy 

projects like this. It makes no sense to me why you would vote to lower the 
permit life duration in opposition to what industry specialists propose. 

Please keep this in mind as you look forward to the April 4th public meeting. I 

would ask that you OPPOSE the Planning Commission's irresponsible 
restrictions on large-scale solar farms. 

Sincerely, 



The Honorable Janee Hanzlick 

111 South Cherry Street 

Olathe, Kansas 66061 

Dear Commissioner Hanzlick, 

I respectfully request that you oppose the Johnson County Planning Commission's 

irresponsible regulations on solar power and that you support renewable energy, 

especially large-scale solar farms. 

As a proud resident of Johnson County, I want what is best for the future of our 

community. Renewable energy is the immediate future for the rest of the world. 

From companies that lead in the field of technology, to car manufactures of all 

ranges, all have made goals to increase their use of renewable energy. Some of 

these firms have even committed to fully go renewable in the near future. 

Having a large-scale solar farm in our very own community is a great chance for 

Johnson County to not only survive this new energy era, but thrive in it. We could 

become a leader in solar power and attract these companies to assist them in 

reaching their energy goals. 

The rules imposed by the Planning Commission are a direct threat to this once in a 

lifetime opportunity. Please be on the right side of history on this issue. As my 

commissioner, I ask that you oppose the Planning Commission and prepare 

Johnson County to gain a competitive edge over the rest of the world. 

Thank you, 



COMMISSIONER JANEE HANZLICK 

PLEASE OPPOSE THE PLANNING COMMISSION AND THEIR RESTRICTIONS ON SOLAR 

FARMS. 

I HOPE YOU CARE ABOUT YOUR CONSTITUENTS BECAUSE THE PLANNING 

COMMISSION HAS ENSU RED A BLEAK FUTURE FOR JOHNSON COUNTY. SETTING A 

LEASE LIMIT TO 20 YEARS, A 1000 ACRE CAP, AND 2 MILE RESTRICTION FROM THE 

CITY LIMITS ON LARGE-SCALE SOLAR FARMS ARE A SU RE WAY TO KEEP RENEWABLE 

ENERGY PRODUCERS AWAY FROM OUR COMMUNITY. 

WITH MORE INFLATION COMING OUR WAY, CONTINUED SUPPLY CHAIN ISSUES, 

AND CONSISTENT ECONOMIC DISTRESS. WE ARE IN DIRE NEED FOR MORE JOB AND 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES IN JOHNSON COUNTY. 

RESPECTFULLY. l'M ASKING YO U TO SUPPORT OUR COMMUNITY AND OPPOSE T HE 

PLANNING COMMISS ION'S HARM FUL RULES ON LARGE-SCALE SOLAR FARMS. 



Commissioner Hanzlick 

As an interested Johnson County resident, I'm writing to ask why the County 

Planning Commission has approved the most draconian restrictions on 

large-scale solar farms in the state? 

I'm not an expert in this industry, but based on my study on solar farms and 

what field experts have said, it appears they're going against expert 

recommendations and guidelines, which could have a devastating impact on 

our local economy. 

As a proud resident of this community, I believe having the proposed solar farm 

is an opportunity Johnson County could tremendously benefit from, given the 

number of firms that may move to our region, further boosting the community 

and our economy. 

As you look forward to the April 4th hearing, have you thought about the 

damaging effects from the Planning Commission's regulations on large-scale 

solar farms? 

I hope you do what's best for our community and to ensure we have a bright 

future moving forward. 

Thank you, 

'~.,/ ,I_,/ y
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To: Commissioner Janee Hanzlick 
CC: Chairman Ed Eilert 

RE: Support Solar Farms in Johnson County 

Dear Commissioner, 

First of all, I would like to thank you for your service and work you have 
done for our community. 

I'm quite alarmed by current actions taken by the Johnson County Planning 
Commission, specifically the regulations they approved for large-scale solar 
farms. Frankly, these regulations are unacceptable and a danger to our 
community. 

Why would the Planning Commission believe that setting a 20 year lease 
limit on solar farms and capping their size to 1000 acres is beneficial to our 
community? This goes against the common practice for these projects and, 
if fully approved, would be the strictest, most restricting regulations for 
large solar farms in the whole state, possibly the entire country. 

I understand there will be a public hearing regarding this matter on April 4. 
In anticipation of that meeting, please consider the catastrophic effects 
these regulations would have in our community. Life outside of Johnson 
County is changing, and changing fast. I ask that you do all in your power to 
ensure our community isn't kept in the dark as the rest of the world 
welcomes renewable energy. 

Respectfully, 

0 If ,,,,_, t;_ 
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Dear Commissioner Janee Hanzlick, 

As a proud resident of Johnson County I would like to share my 
concerns regarding renewable energy in our county. Johnson County 
has the chance to become a leader in renewable energy production to 
assist and stimulate next-generation economic growth. As you know, a 
majority of tech businesses and manufacturing companies all have 
renewable energy ambitions. Because of the evident accessibility and 
simplicity of achieving those aims, having a large-scale solar farm in 
Johnson County is fantastic for businesses to migrate here. 

However, the Johnson County Planning Commission has proposed 
regulations that threaten this prosperous future. It is not industry 
custom to limit leasing permissions to 20 years on 30-year renewable 
energy projects. A 30-year permit is the industry standard and crucial 
for the financial feasibility of a project like this, according to several 
engineers and industry specialists. 

Please keep this in mind when you make your decision . I ask that you 
act in the best interest of our community and oppose the Planning 
Commission's devastating regulations. 

Sincerely, 

1 ,..., 
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Dear Commissioner Hanzlick, 

I thank you in advance for reading my concerns and taking them into 

consideration. 

As you already know, the Johnson County Planning Commission recently approved 

regulations on large scale solar farms. I'm concerned about these rules because they 

are very restricting and I am certain it will keep this community from ever seeing a 

productive solar farm set up shop here. 

Please don't be an enemy of progress. It's crystal clear that the rest of the world is 

moving away from fossil fuels and not only adopting, but embracing renewable 

energy. Nearly all major companies, especially those that offer good quality jobs, 

are committing to going renewable in the near future. We can offer those companies 

the energy supply they require and entice them to headquarter themselves in our 

community. Please don't let this opportunity die out just because of bureaucratic 

and political arguments. 

Don't let our community fall behind the curve and support large-scale solar farms. 

Sincerely, 



Johnson County Commissioner District 4 

111 S Cherry St 

Olathe, KS 66061 

Dear Commissioner Hanzlick, 

As we approach the April 4 hearing on the Johnson County Planning Commission's large 

scale solar farm regulations, I want to provide my thoughts on the matter in writing. 

Our country is still recovering from covid era shortages and economic downturns. Don't 

you think that as an elected official you should do all you can to ensure our community 

stays strong as we continue to experience a bad economy? 

Why would the Planning Commission approve policies that will keep economic stimulus 

away from our county? Their proposed 20 year lease limit on large scale solar farms along 

with the 1000 acre cap is a definitive way of keeping these technologies out of the 

community. Please think about all we will be losing if we go along with their restrictions. 

They are kicking out large solar farms before they even get here. 

Employers in the tech and manufacturing industry are planning to make the switch to 

source their power from renewable resources in the upcoming years. With a large scale 

solar farm we could provide that source of energy and become a hub for next-generation 

companies. 

Please don't let this opportunity slip through your fingers. Be the reason our community 

thrives in this new era. Please oppose the planning commission's irresponsible 

regulations. 

Thank you, 

1e,. 
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111 S. Cherry St. 

Olathe, Kansas 66061 

CC: Chairman Eilbert 

COMMISSIONER HANZLICK 

Uec11 Comm1~c..,1onc1. 

The fate of solar farming in Johnson County lies in 

your hands -- that's no small matter. 

With overbearing regulations being proposed to cut 

off farmers from having more that 1,000 acres of solar 

energy collectors and additional obstacles being made 

for county permits, I doubt we will see solar farms 

remain in the area unless action is taken. 

Please, vote against these unnecessary regulations 

that are hurting our local farmers. 
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111 S. Cherry St. Commissioner Hanzlick 
Olathe, KS 66061 Chairman Eilbert 

Greetings. 

Please vote "NO" to the regulations being proposed 

at recent meetings concerning solar farming. 

Johnson County needs leaders who will stand up for 

renewable energy efforts and reward progress, not 

stifle it with unfair rules. 

I will be watching to see how this all pans out. 

Respectfully, 

J>lbuZC-"-' J LtJ~ 
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Commissioner Fast 
111 South Cherry Street 
Olathe, Kansas 66061 

Dear Commissioner Fast, 

Please support solar energy in our county and oppose the County 
Planning Commission's restrictive policies. 

These proposed regulations ore some of the most restrictive polic ies 
against solar forms in the country and will keep our community from 
thriving in the 21st century. A 20 year limit on leases would make it 
impossible for our county to attract these revolutionary technologies. 
Please keep in mind that based on professional testimony already 
provided, having a 30 year lease is an industry standard. 

Please don't be the reason Johnson County is held back in the dork and 
oppose the County Planning Commission's proposed rules on large-scale 
solar energy farms. 

Sincerely, 



Dear Commissioner Fast, 

I am very alarmed by the proposed rules on large-scale solar farms from 
the Johnson County Planning Commission. 

Our community has a chance to become a leading producer of solar 
energy in an era where large tech companies and manufacturers are 
making the switch to renewable energy. Please consider the amount of 
next generation business growth a large-scale solar farm would spur 
within Johnson County. Implementing the planning committee's restrictive 
policies will kill any hope of us competing with the modern world. 

Please don't be the reason Johnson County becomes the pariah of 
renewable energy in the country. 

Oppose the planning committee's dangerous restrictions. 

Sincerely, 

&r f ~-P\ ' rs 
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To: Esteemed Commissioner Fast, 

Please consider renouncing the proposal by the County Planning Commission to create 
restrictions on a solar energy farm. 

Our community is in need of jobs, and in this post-COVID market our economy could use 
whatever help it can get. A project like a solar farm will create a positive impact on our 
community, compounding and culminating in benefits for the aforementioned points. If we are to 
limit lease permets to 20 years, we would be creating a huge and irreparable mistake that'll cost 

us for years to come. 

Do what's right. Cull this lapse in judgement by the stem before it has a chance to bloom. 

With respect and concern, 



Dear Commissioner Becky Fast, 

Our community has a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to become a hub for renewable 

energy. I hope you realize the importance of this, not only for environmental 
sustainability, but also to increase business and job opportunities in Johnson County. 

However, green lighting the planning committee rules on large-scale solar farms will 
cripple our community when competing with the outside world. 

Limiting the permit limit for these farms to 20 years, like the planning committee is 

proposing, is way below common industry standards. As the rest ofthe country and world 
moves onto renewable energy, we will be left behind if we implement policies that keep 
these companies away from our community. 

As your constituent, and a proud resident ofJohnson County, I ask that you act in the best 
interest ofour community. Please support renewable energy and oppose the planning 
committee's restrictive policies. 

Sincerely, 
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Dear Commissioner Becky Fast, 

Thank you in advance for accepting my letter and taking the time to hear me out. 

The Johnson County Planning Commission is proposing a set of restrictions on solar farms that 
could threaten our community. They want to limit leases for these farms to 20 years, set the 

maximum area for these projects to 1,000 acres, and restrict the farms to at least 2 miles from 
city limits. This is unacceptable. 

Our community should welcome these technologies, not close the door on them before they even 
get here. If our community were home to large-scale solar farms, we could become the home to 

ground-breaking tech companies. With nearly all major tech companies and manufacturers 

committing to renewable energy, they could see our community as a prime area to establish 
themselves only if we also welcome large scale solar farms. 

As your constituent, and someone who would like to see my community thrive in this new era, I 

ask that you oppose the planning commission's restrictions. 

Sincerely, 

i ' ,-,.. / '--:::2 
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Dear Commissioner Fast, 

As my County Commissioner, I ask that you oppose the planning commission's harmful 

restrictions on solar farms. 

Setting an arbitrary 20 year limit on leases for these farms is not only contrary to industry 

standards but will keep these technologies from ever coming to our community. It's a fact 

that most, if not all, major manufacturers have pledged to switch fully to renewable energy 

in the near future. Our county could have a competitive edge to attract these companies 

only if we provide sources of renewable energy such as large scale solar generated 

electricity farms. 

As we are still recovering and hurting from the effects of our (OVID-era-economy, please 

don't add to the hardships our business community is enduring. 

I respectfully request that you please work in favor of our community and oppose the 

Johnson County Planning Commission's proposed restrictions on large scale solar farms. 

Sincerely, 

7@/ k / •7f" r4 //: 
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Commissioner Becky Fast 

111 S. Cherry St 

Olathe, KS 66061 

RE: Oppose the Planning Commission's Large-Scale Solar Farm Regulations 

CC: Chairman Ed Eilert 

Dear Commissioner Fast, 

Thank you in advance for accepting my letter and taking the time to hear me out. 

The Johnson County Planning Commission is proposing a set of restrictions on solar 

farms that could threaten our community. Theywant to limit leases for these farms to 

20 years, set the maximum area for these projects to 1,000 acres, and restrict the farms 

to at least 2 miles from city limits. This is unacceptable. 

Our community should welcome these technologies, not close the door on them before 

they even get here. If our community were home to large-scale solar farms, we could 

become the home to ground-breaking tech companies. With nearly all major tech 

companies and manufacturers committing to renewable energy, they could see our 

community as a prime area to establish themselves only if we also welcome large scale 

solar farms. 

As your constituent, and someone who would like to see my community thrive in this 

new era, I ask that you oppose the planning commission's restrictions on large scale 

solar farms. 

Thank you again, 
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Dear Commissioner Fast, 

As your constituent, I want to express my concerns against the Planning 

Commission's hurtful restrictions on solar farms. 

During the public hearing on April 4, I would like you to consider the devastating 

effects the proposed regulations would have on our community. By limiting the 

lease for solar farms to 20 years, the county would be going against industry 

standards. Based on testimony provided by professionals and industry experts, a 

30 year minimum investment is necessary in order to see any financial success. 

The proposed regulations are effectively a message from our county that solar 
farms are not welcome in our community. 

I ask that you please don't go against the tides of progress and do everything in 

your power to ensure our community can not only survive but also thrive in the 
future of renewable energy. 

Please protect your community and oppose the Planning Commission's 
dangerous restrictions on large scale solar farms. 

Sincerely, 



To : Commissioner Becky Fast 
CC : Chairman Ed Eilert 

I ' m very concerned by the direction the Johnson County Planning 
Commission is taking our community . 

I ' ve read that they are planning to restrict solar farms to 20 
year lease terms , restrict them to at least 2 miles away from 
city limits, and restrict them to 1000 acres . How can we allow 
new- age renewable- energy technologies to flourish in our county 
if we impose crushing limitations onto them? 

The proposed large- scale solar farm in Johnson County could 
attract businesses and manufacturers that could take our 
community into a more prosperous future . If you allow the 
Planning Commission to go forward with their toxic regulations, 
you will be crippling our community. 

Don ' t let our home fall behind the rest of the world . Please 
support the proposed large-scale solar farm and unequivocally 
OPPOSE the Planning Commission ' s nefarious plan. 

Sincerely, 



Commissioner Fast, 

I hope you actually read my concerns regarding the planning 
commission's restrictions on solar energy . 

They are proposing limiting lease permits to 20 years. But this 
is not an industry standard . Industry professionals testified 
that a 30-year permit was necessary for the financial viability 
of these 21 st century projects. Please don't let your colleagues 
and climate change deniers bully you into believing that 
extending lease permits is a way to implement nefarious 
contracts with the county. 

If we don't comply with industry standards, no solar energy 
company will ever choose Johnson County as their home. Please 
think about the amount of companies we could attract with a 
large scale solar generated electricity farm in our community . 
With more and more big-tech companies switching fully to 
renewable energy, Johnson County has the chance of becoming a 
hub for next-generation business growth. 

Please act in the best interest of our community and oppose the 
planning commission's restrictive regulations. 

Thank you, 



Commissioner Becky Fast 

111 S. Cherry St 

Olathe, KS 66061 

RE: Oppose the Planning Commission's Restrictions on Large Scale Solar Farms 

CC: Chairman Eilert 

Dear Commissioner Fast, 

As your constituent I want to express my staunch support for renewable energy in our county, especially 

through solar farms. I ask that you uphold your responsibility to this county's wellbeing and oppose the 

County Planning Commission's crippling rules on large-scale solar farms. 

These anti-solar-energy policies will deter solar farms from establishing themselves in Johnson County. If 

we tell these companies they are not welcome in our community, how will we compete with the rest of the 

world and generate business growth? 

Please don't be the reason job opportunities die in our community. Please support large-scale solar farms in 

Johnson County. Please oppose the County Planning Commission's proposed restrictions. 

Sincerely, 

--/ (1v~-ck:_ 



Commissioner Becky Fast, 

There has been aproposition set in place by the County Planning Commission 

that I feel will be ahindrance to our community. 

This proposition is aset of restrictions on large-scale solar farms that could be 

constructed and maintained within Johnson County. Many of these plans would 

set our community well behind the leading industry standards. Where others will 

see aboost to their job growth and local economy, Johnson County will be left 

lagging behind. 

Let's make sure that this doesn't occur. 

Sincerely, 
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COMMISSIONER FAS T 
111 S CHE R RY ST . 

OLAT HE . KS 66061 

CC ED EILERT, CHAIRMAN 

DEAR COMMISSIONER , 

Good afternoon. I am writing you to express my support for 

solar energy being brought to Johnson County. This is a 

wonderful idea that will help our citizens for years to come. 

However, I have heard talk of imposing very restrictive 

policies on how and where solar energy farms would be 

allowed to operate . Such restrictions would be 

counteract i ve to the goals of installing these solar farms. 

I am requesting that you please turn down these poor policy 

recommendations and instead find a more cooperative 

approach to mov in g Johnson County into the next step of 

energy production. 

RE G ARDS , 



COMMISSIONER 
BECKY FAST 
111 S CHERRY ST. 
OLATHE, KS 66061 

CC: ED EILBERT, CHAIRMAN 

To my Commissioner : 

I am excited about the prospect of gaining alternative energy 

sources right here in Johnson County! 

Because of this, I wanted to write you and express my worries 

about the proposed 1,000 acre cap for solar farms that would 

severely limit land owners from effectively being able to use 

their property . I am also concerned about the low permit limit 

of 25 or even 20 years , which would contribute to higher 

energy rates being passed along to us in the end. 

I hope you will fix these issues before moving forward with 

steps towards solar energy farms . 

Kind Regards , 



FOR 

COMMISSIONER FAST 
111 S CHERRY ST. 
OLATHE, KS 66061 

CC: ED EILBERT, CHAIRMAN 

COMMISSIONER 

Our county is at a crossroads. 

We have been handed a great opportunity to invest in renewable energy 
options that will make us trailblazers across the Midwest. We must 
simply grasp this opportunity and not let it slip away. 

Yet, there is a subset of those who are actively working to sabotage 
these efforts. They have concocted a policy recommendation that would 
not only hinder solar farms from thriving in Johnson County: they would 
effectively stop them from ever being installed. 

Please do not allow these burdensome regulations to take root in our 
region. That would be a terrible mistake with lasting consequences. 

RESPECTFULLY 



Commissioner Fast 
111 S Cherry St. I Olathe, KS 66061 CC: Ed Eilbert, Chairman 

Commissioner Becky Fast, 
Ma~ 0r-e) 
'9~(),eJ')Q. \)~wanted to applaud my government officials for 

uJ t, () working to bring cleaner energy sources to our 
~~ region! This is honorable work that will benefit 

everyone. 

While I understand there is still much to discuss, I 

hope you will consider reducing the level of 

regulations that have been suggested for such an 

undertaking as solar farming. With these 

appearing on private land, it is important that we 

as a county make their success attainable for local 

farmers who would be hosting these panels. 

Please vote against over-regulation and make 

Johnson County a leader in the solar farming 

sector! 

Thank you, 



Commissioner Fast 
111 S. Cherry St., Olathe, KS 66061 (and Ed Eilbert) 

COMMISSIONER: 

It has come to my attention that there is a small pocket of opposition that is 

working to halt solar energy progress in Johnson County by pushing for 
unreasonable regulations. 

If such policies were to pass with your approval, it would effectively kill any 

economic benefits or long term advantages that we citizens would enjoy. 

Therefore, I am asking you with utmost respect to oppose efforts to limit land 

owners on how to manage their own private property when it comes to the 
topic of solar farms. 

Please hear the voices of support in your community. We are rooting for the 

success of renewable energy options and we are rooting for you to be a key 
player in seeing these efforts transform into reality. 

Sincerely, 



JOCO 
COMMISSIONERS 

TO: 

Commissioner Fast 

111 S Cherry St. 

Olathe, KS 66061 

CC: Ed Eilert, Chairman 

FROM: 

DATE: 

March 2022 

Commissioner: 

There is an upcoming meeting in which you 

will be presented with a proposal that is not 

in the best interests of our county. 

On the topic of solar energy, a small group 

has pushed the planning and zoning 

commission to recommend that severe 

restrictions should be placed on the solar 

energy. This would be a serious mistake. 

Please do not hinder our county's ability to 

move forward with renewable energy 

resources. Burdening the local farmers and 

residents that would benefit from solar 

farms is counter- productive to progress. 

Please reject the proposal you will see on 
April 4th. It is not representative of ou r 

community's needs. 



TO THE OFFICE OF 

COMMISSIONER BECKY FAST 

111 S CHERRY ST. 
OLATHE, KS 66061 

CC: ED EILBERT, CHAIRMAN 

Commissioner: 

Johnson County has been given a wonderful opportunity to be a leader in the 

region for renewable energy production. With the proposal to install solar 

farms, we can help decrease our dependence on traditional energy sources and 

move forward into the 21st century with confidence. 

However, as is usual with progress of any kind, there are those who feel 

intimidated by change. I sympathize with their caution, but derailing the 

introduction of solar energy farms into our county is a poor solution for calming 

their fears. 

Therefore, I am asking you to please vote against the policy suggestions put 

forth by the recent planning and zoning meetings. These regulations would 

severely hinder the efforts of solar farming for the entire county - which in turn 

would negatively affect our local economy. 

I trust you will fully investigate this issue to come to the best decision for 

Johnson County. I hope you will please remember my letter as you prepare to 

make a final decision in April. 

Kindly, 



Commissioner Fast 

111 S Cherry St. 
Olathe, KS 66061 

CC: Ed Eilbert, Chairman 

Commissioner Fast: 

Please consider voting against the proposed recommendations by the 
planning & zoning commission in regards to solar farms for the county. If 
enacted, these stringent regulations will disincentivize local farmers from 
wanting to pursue more responsible methods of energy production, as it will 
prove too tangled in red tape to be worth the trouble. 

I implore you to review these recommendations for yourself. I believe 
you will find them to be unreasonable and worth rejecting. 

Now is the time to be encouraging our region to more efficiently and cleanly 
produce energy for this modern era. I hope that you will agree and that 
Johnson County can explore a more cooperative approach to solar farming. 

Thank you for your time, 



TO: 
JOHNSON COUNTY 
COMMISSIONER FAST 

111 SCherry St. 
Olathe, KS 66061 

CC: Ed Eilert, Chairman 

Dear Commissio ners, 

I am a citizen who is concerned about the proposals put forth in 

the planning and zoning meeting for solar energy. It seems these 

policies - if approved - will bring an undue burden on renewable 

energy efforts in our region. 

I support renewable energy for Johnson County. It is important 

that we begin investing in alternative energy strategies while still 

respecting private property owners. However, this 1,000 acre cap 

for solar farms will stunt economic growth and hinder family 

farmers from benefitting from progress. 

I am respectfully requesting that you vote against these extreme 

proposals that hurt farmers, hurt economic growth, and punish 

forward-thinking energy efforts. 

Please reject these recommendations on April 4th. 
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111 S. Cherry St.Re: Solar 
Olathe, KS

Farming 66061 
CC- Ed Eilbert, Chairman 

COMMISSIONER FAST: 

Greetings! 

Please vote against overbearing regulations that are aimed 

at punishing solar energy farmers. Johnson County has the 

opportunity to make incredible progress in the energy 

sector, but only if we allow loca l farmers to efficiently host 

solar farms on their private land. 

I hope you will see the logic in what I am saying and push 

back against these red tape policies that will strangle any 

economic growth we could enj oy from such a project. 

I appreciate your consideration of this matter. 

SINCERELY: 

"1il CB ~~~'&k hl-
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Commissioner Becky Fast 

111 S. Cherry St 

Olathe, KS 66061 

RE: Oppose the Planning Commission's Large-Scale Solar Farm Regulations 

CC: Chairman Ed Eilert 

Dear Commissioner Fast, 

Thank you in advance for accepting my letter and taking the time to hear me out. 

The Johnson County Planning Commission is proposing a set of restrictions on solar 

farms that could threaten our community. They want to limit leases for these farms to 

20 years, set the maximum area for these projects to 1,000 acres, and restrict the farms 

to at least 2 miles from city limits. This is unacceptable. 

Our community should welcome these technologies, not close the door on them before 

they even get here. If our community were home to large-scale solar farms, we could 

become the home to ground-breaking tech companies. With nearly all major tech 

companies and manufacturers committing to renewable energy, they could see our 

community as a prime area to establish themselves only ifwe also welcome large scale 

solar farms. 

As your constituent, and someone who would like to see my community thrive in this 

new era, I ask that you oppose the planning commission's restrictions on large scale 

solar farms. 

Thank you again , 
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To: Esteemed Commissioner Fast. 

Please consider renouncing the proposal by the County Planning Commission to create 
restrictions on a solar energy farm. 

Our community is in need of jobs, and in this post-COVID market our economy could use 
whatever help it can get. A project like a solar farm will create a positive impact on our 
community, compounding and culminating in benefits for the aforementioned points. If we are to 
limit lease permets to 20 years, we would be creating a huge and irreparable mistake that'll cost 
us for years to come. 

Do what's right. Cull this lapse in judgement by the stem before it has a chance to bloom. 

With respect and concern, 



Commissioner Fast 
111 South Cherry Street 
Olathe, Kansas 66061 

Dear Commissioner Fast, 

Please support solar energy in our county and oppose the County 
Planning Commission's restrictive policies. 

These proposed regulations ore some of the most restrictive policies 
against solar forms in the country and will keep our community from 
thriving in the 21st century. A 20 year limit on leases would make it 
impossible for our county to attract these revolutionary technologies. 
Please keep in mind that based on professional testimony already 
provided, having a 30 year lease is an industry standard. 

Please don't be the reason Johnson County is held back in the dark and 
oppose the County Planning Commission's proposed rules on large-scale 
solar energy forms. 

Sincerely, 



Dear Commissioner Fast, 

As my County Commissioner, I ask that you oppose the planning commission's harmful 

restrictions on solar farms. 

Setting an arbitrary 20 year limit on leases for these farms is not only contrary to industry 

standards but will keep these technologies from ever coming to our community. It's a fact 

that most, if not all, major manufacturers have pledged to switch fully to renewable energy 

in the near future. Our county could have a competitive edge to attract these companies 

only if we provide sources of renewable energy such as large scale solar generated 

electricity farms. 

As we are still recovering and hurting from the effects of our (OVID-era-economy, please 

don't add to the hardships our business community is enduring. 

I respectfully request that you please work in favor of our community and oppose the 

Johnson County Planning Commission's proposed restrictions on large scale solar farms. 

Sincerely, 

/ 0? w ,717r4fr 
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Commissioner Fast, 

I hope you actually read my concerns regarding the planning 
commission's restrictions on solar energy. 

They are proposing limiting lease permits to 20 years. But this 
is not an industry standard. Industry professionals testified 
that a 30-year permit was necessary for the financial viability 
of these 21 st century projects . Please don't let your colleagues 
and climate change deniers bully you into believing that 
extending lease permits is a way to implement nefarious 
contracts with the county. 

If we don't comply with industry standards, no solar energy 
company will ever choose Johnson County as their home . Please 
think about the amount of companies we could attract with a 
large scale solar generated electricity farm in our community . 
With more and more big-tech companies switching fully to 
renewable energy, Johnson County has the chance of becoming a 
hub for next-generation business growth. 

Please act in the best interest of our community and oppose the 
planning commission's restrictive regulations. 

Thank you, 



' 
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Dear Commissioner Fast, 

As your constituent, I want to express my concerns against the Planning 
Commission's hurtful restrictions on solar farms. 

During the public hearing on April 4, I would like you to consider the devastating 

effects the proposed regulations would have on our community. By limiting the 

lease for solar farms to 20 years, the county would be going against industry 

standards. Based on testimony provided by professionals and industry experts, a 

30 year minimum investment is necessary in order to see any financial success. 

The proposed regulations are effectively a message from our county that solar 

farms are not welcome in our community. 

I ask that you please don't go against the tides of progress and do everything in 

your power to ensure our community can not only survive but also thrive in the 
future of renewable energy. 

Please protect your community and oppose the Planning Commission's 

dangerous restrictions on large scale solar farms. 

Sincerely, 



Dear Commissioner Becky Fast, 

Our community has a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to become a hub for renewable 

energy. I hope you realize the importance of this, not only for environmental 

sustainability, but also to increase business and job opportunities in Johnson County. 

However, green lighting the planning committee rules on large-scale solar farms will 

cripple our community when competing with the outside world. 

Limiting the pennit limit for these fanns to 20 years, like the planning committee is 

proposing, is way below common industry standards. As the rest of the country and world 

moves onto renewable energy, we will be left behind if we implement policies that keep 
these companies away from our community. 

As your constituent, and a proud resident of Johnson County, I ask that you act in the best 

interest ofour community. Please support renewable energy and oppose the planning 

committee's restrictive policies. 

Sincerely, 
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Dear Commissioner Becky Fast, 

Thank you in advance for accepting my letter and taking the time to hear me out. 

The Johnson County Planning Commission is proposing a set of restrictions on solar farms that 

could threaten our community. They want to limit leases for these farms to 20 years, set the 

maximum area for these projects to I ,000 acres, and restrict the farms to at least 2 miles from 

city limits. This is unacceptable. 

Our community should welcome these technologies, not close the door on them before they even 

get here. If our community were home to large-scale solar farms, we could become the home to 

ground-breaking tech companies. With nearly all major tech companies and manufacturers 

committing to renewable energy, they could see our community as a prime area to establish 

themselves only if we also welcome large scale solar farms. 

As your constituent, and someone who would like to see my community thrive in this new era, I 

ask that you oppose the planning commission's restrictions. 

Sincerely, 



Dear Commissioner Fast, 

I am very alarmed by the proposed rules on large-scale solar farms from 
the Johnson County Planning Commission. 

Our community has a chance to become a leading producer of solar 
energy in an era where large tech companies and manufacturers are 
making the switch to renewable energy. Please consider the amount of 
next generation business growth a large-scale solar farm would spur 
within Johnson County. Implementing the planning committee's restrictive 
policies will kill any hope of us competing with the modern world. 

Please don't be the reason Johnson County becomes the pariah of 
renewable energy in the country. 

Oppose the planning committee's dangerous restrictions. 

Sincerely, 
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Commissioner Becky Fast, 

There has been aproposition set in place by the County Planning Commission 

that I feel will be ahindrance to our community. 

This proposition is aset of restrictions on large-scale solar farms that could be 

constructed and maintained within Johnson County. Many of these plans would 

set our community well behind the leading industry standards. Where others will 

see aboost to their job growth and local economy,Johnson County will be left 

lagging behind. 

Let's make sure that this doesn't occur. 

Sincerely, 
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From: Arehart, Grace, CMO 
To: PLN-Planner on Duty 
Subject: FW: Contact Commissioners > Content Submission | Number: 783 
Date: Wednesday, March 30, 2022 8:58:06 AM 
Attachments: image001.png 

Good morning, 
Please see attached. 
Thanks! 
Grace Arehart 
Senior Executive Assistant 
County Manager's Office 
111 S. Cherry Street, Suite 3300 Olathe, Kansas 66061 
Direct 913-715-0425 | 
Office 913-715-0430 | TDD 800-766-3777 

From: donotreply@jocogov.org <donotreply@jocogov.org> 
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2022 7:56 AM 
To: Arehart, Grace, CMO <Grace.Arehart@jocogov.org>; Meyers, Jeff, BOC <Jeff.Meyers@jocogov.org> 
Subject: Contact Commissioners > Content Submission | Number: 783 
Submission ID:8583 

First Name 
Amber 

Last Name 
Stenger 

Address 
22113 W 56TH ST 
SHAWNEE, KS. 66226 

Email 
amberstenger@gmail.com 

Phone 
9136205172 

Which Commissioner(s) would you like to contact? 
Jeff Meyers - 2nd District 

Comment/Question 
Hi Commissioner Meyers: I'm writing to urge you to support solar development in Johnson County. Please pass 
regulations that will enable Johnson County to benefit from the economic and environmental benefits of solar 
development. We can't afford to wait to take steps to build our regional climate resiliency. I support sensible 
regulations that will help us transition into a more climate-friendly future. 

mailto:Grace.Arehart@jocogov.org
mailto:Planner@jocogov.org
mailto:amberstenger@gmail.com
tel:9136205172

mailto:Jeff.Meyers@jocogov.org
mailto:Grace.Arehart@jocogov.org
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mailto:donotreply@jocogov.org


Would you like to supply an image or file? 
No 
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From: Pearson, Penny, CMO 
To: PLN-Planner on Duty 
Subject: FW: Contact Commissioners > Content Submission | Number: 784 
Date: Wednesday, March 30, 2022 9:11:40 AM 
Attachments: image001.png 

Penny Pearson 
Senior Executive Assistant 
County Manager's Office 
111 S. Cherry Street, Suite 3300 Olathe, Kansas 66061 
Direct 913-715-0501 | 
Office 913-715-0430 | TDD 800-766-3777 

From: donotreply@jocogov.org <donotreply@jocogov.org> 
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2022 8:53 AM 
To: Fast, Becky, BOC <Becky.Fast@jocogov.org>; O'Hara, Charlotte, BOC <Charlotte.OHara@jocogov.org>; Blount, 
Cindy, CMO <Cindy.Blount@jocogov.org>; Eilert, Ed, BOC <Ed.Eilert@jocogov.org>; Arehart, Grace, CMO 
<Grace.Arehart@jocogov.org>; Hanzlick, Janee, BOC <Janee.Hanzlick@jocogov.org>; Meyers, Jeff, BOC 
<Jeff.Meyers@jocogov.org>; Ashcraft, Michael, BOC <Michael.Ashcraft@jocogov.org>; Pearson, Penny, CMO 
<Penny.Pearson@jocogov.org>; Allenbrand, Shirley, BOC <Shirley.Allenbrand@jocogov.org> 
Subject: Contact Commissioners > Content Submission | Number: 784 
Submission ID:8587 

First Name 
Laura 

Last Name 
Wassmer 

Address 
8005 Roe Avenue 
Prairie Village, KS. 66208 

Email 
Lhoppv@gmail.com 

Phone 
9135227063 

Which Commissioner(s) would you like to contact? 
Ed Eilert - Board Chairman, Becky Fast - 1st District, Jeff Meyers - 2nd District, Charlotte O'Hara - 3rd District, Janeé 
Hanzlick - 4th District, Michael Ashcraft - 5th District, Shirley Allenbrand - 6th District 

Comment/Question 
Honorable Commissioners, 

Please support reasonable legislation that promotes the growth of solar energy instead of hindering it. There has 

mailto:Penny.Pearson@jocogov.org
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never been more citizen support for greener energy sources. The demand for electric vehicles is growing faster than 
the market can supply them. People are looking for ways to lower their energy bills while also making smarter and 
more sustainable choices for our planet. Our children and grandchildren depend on us to invest in the future instead 
of being frightened by change or resisting what could be a huge win win for our state in terms of economic growth 
and providing a cleaner environment for our citizens. 

Respectfully, 

Laura Wassmer 
Former Mayor of Prairie Village, KS 

Would you like to supply an image or file? 
No 



Dear Commissioner Allenbrand, 

I write to you today to respectfully request that you vote against the 

anti-solar energy regulations that were passed by the Johnson County 

Planning Commission. 

Our community is in need of economic growth, especially now that more 

inflation and supply-chain shortages loom over us. A project such as the 

proposed large scale solar farm would not only provide more job 

opportunities, but also spur new-age business growth in our community. 

Nearly all major manufacturers have set goals to commit fully to renewable 

energy as their source of power. Please imagine the opportunity we have to 

become that source of power to these companies. 

Letting the Planning Commission go forward with their restrictions will take 

away this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity and harm our future. Please act in 

favor of our community and support large-scale solar farms. 

Sincerely, 



Dear: Commissioner Allenbrand, 

With all due respect, I believe that the County Planning Commission is 
making a big mistake. Their proposed restrictions on large solar power 
farms - and believe me, restrictions are exactly what they are - will end 
up creating compounding negative effects on our community. 

First and foremost, I believe that we should be following the industry 
standard. Twenty years as a lease limit is far too short of a time and 
absolutely will not be financially sustainable for a project to the scale 
as the solar farm. Secondly, we as a community need to seem 
welcoming to change, rather than turn our backs on the march of time. 
How are we expected to attract business and enterprise if we can't 
adapt like our neighbors are? 

Consider this request and reject the County Planning Commission's 
proposal. 

Gratefully, 
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Dear Commissioner Shirley Allenbrand, 

Please consider rejecting the County Planning Commission's 
proposal to stifle the progress of renewable energy. 

It is a FACT that businesses are moving forward with 
renewable energy. If they have not adopted it already, then 
they ore currently seeking means to do so. Hoving a large 
solar farm in our county would mean that industries, such 
as those in the technological sector, would have a reason to 
come to us, bringing fn more jobs and boosting our local 
economy. 

Consider this point when you decide to reject the proposal. 

With respect, 
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Dear Commissioner Allenbrand, 

I respectfully request that you support large-scale solar farms in Johnson 

County and oppose the proposed restrictions from the Planning 

Commission. 

Setting an arbitrary 20 year limit on leases for these farms is not only 

contrary to industry standards but will keep these technologies from ever 

coming to our community. It's a fact that most, if not all, major 

manufacturers have pledged to switch fully to renewable energy in the near 

future. Our county could have a competitive edge to attract these 

companies only if we provide sources of renewable energy such as large 

scale solar generated electricity farms. 

Please act in the best interest of your community and oppose the planning 

commission's harmful restrictions. 

Sincerely, 



Commissioner Allenbrand, 

In anticipation of the April 4th hearing, I would like to provide my 

concerns and look forward to your consideration. 

The Johnson County Planning Commission has proposed the 
following restrictions on large-scale solar farms: a 20 year limit on 
leases, a 1000 acre cap, and a 2 mile restriction from the city limits. 
These restrictions are unacceptable and I ask that you oppose them. 

If the industry standard is a 30 year lease on these projects to 

ensure financial viability, why would the planning commission set it 
so low. Don·t allow them to keep our community from thriving in this 

new era of renewable energy. 

Sincerely, 
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Commissioner Shirley Allenbrand 
111 S. Cherry St 

Olathe, KS 66061 

CC: Chairman Ed Eilert 

Commissioner Allenbrand, 

Please accept this letter as my unquestionable opposition to the 
planning commission's proposed restrictions on large-scale solar 
farms. 

While our community should be embracing renewable energy, the 
planning commission has proposed regulations that are some of 
the most restrictive policies against solar farms in the country. If 
you let these regulations go through, please consider the 
dangerous effects they will have in our county, not only in terms 
of the environmental effect, but the harm it will do to our local 
economy. 

Having a large-scale solar farm in our community could elevate us 
as a hub for technology companies and major manufactures. The 
world around has chosen to adopt renewable energy as their 
source of power. Please don't act against the tides of the modern 
world. 

Thank you in advance for reading my concerns and taking me into 
consideration. 



Dear Commissioner Allenbrand, 

Johnson County has a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to 
become a hub for renewable energy. 

I hope you realize the importance of this, not only for 
environmental sustainability, but also to increase business 
and job opportunities in Johnson County. However, green 
lighting the planning committee rules on large-scale solar 
farms will cripple our community when competing with the 
outside world. 

The proposed rules by the planning commission will keep 
these companies from ever considering establishing 
themselves in our county. Setting a 20 year limit on leases 
goes against industry standards, which suggest a 30 year 
term to allow for financial viability. 

Please consider how much our community will lose if you go 
forward with the planning commission's plan. Please support 
renewable energy in Johnson County. 

Thank you, 



Dear Commissioner Allenbrand, 

I thank you in advance for reading my letter and considering my concerns as you 
prepare for the April 4th hearing. 

It is my understanding that the Johnson County Planning Commission has 

proposed regulations that would deter large-scale solar farms from considering 
our community as somewhere they can establish themselves. These restrictions 
would include a 20 year limit on leases for these farms, a I 000 acre cap for these 
projects, and a restriction of 2 miles away from city limits. 

It is also my understanding that these restrictions are against industry standards. 

If our County sets unrealistic regulations on these projects, how can we hope to 
attract these revolutionary technologies? We should be welcoming these 

projects! Especially now that the rest of the world is embracing renewables and a 
more tech friendly future! 

Please support the proposed large-scale solar farm and vote against restrictions 
set forth by the Planning Commission. 

Sincerely, 



To: Shirley Allenbrand 
111 S Cherry St. 

Olathe, Kansas 66061 

From: 
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Dear Commissioner (and Chairman Eilbert): 

Please stand up to these terrible plans to limit 

solar energy production in Johnson County! I 

would be very sad to see our county deterring 

our farmers from producing clean solar energy 

because the county government has made it 

too difficult or confusing. 

~r k ounty must do what it can to support 
these local farmers as they provide a 

renewable energy source for our communities. 

We have major companies and neighborhoods 

that depend on the energy provided through 

these local means. 

Please vote against the harmful acreage 

limits and other property limitations being 

considered. 

Thank you. 



Commissioner Allenbrand 
CC: Ed Eilbert Ill S. Chcrr~. St. 

Olulhc. l\11111;w; fiHOfil 

Tlmnk you !'or ac:c:cpling my letter and laking the lime to hear 

my c:oncernx. 

I wb;h lo addrcxx the rcgulalionx propoxcd i1 or xol,1r i'armcrx. I 

hm,c xetcral qucxlionx: 

I. Why arc lhci,;c propoi,;cd pcrmilx xo xhorlY Thix ,11ill mukc 

reapplying dillic:ull. 

t What purpoxc docx un uc:rcugc limil ha\'·c·t Thix xccmx 

c:ounlcrproduclivc l'or cnc:ournging xuctcxxi'ul xolur i'urmx. 

i Where would you propoxe l'urmcrx ncur lhcxc ~rcxtrictcd 

m·cw;·· c:oni,;truc:t xolur tcc:hnolog~.·t II xcemx like lhii,; ,, ·ould 

limil the umount ol' rexourc:ex m ·uilublc. 

Ii' there ure no xtrong lilll-i\\Jcri,; to lhcxc qucricx. I hope rou \\ ill 

\ olc uguinxt the rexlric:lionx in qucxlion. 

llm·c a nic:c dav. 
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COMMISSIONER 

ALLENBRAND 

111 S. Cherry Street, Olathe, Kansas 66061 

COMMISSIONER: 

I write with hope that you will continue to stand with our commun ity's 
farmers - some of whom have farms that go back for generations. 

I am worried about the effects of the recent restrictions proposed in county 
government meetings. I do not like the idea of the county subjecting our 
farmers to an entire new list of limitations and extra obstacles as they try to 
provide a clean energy source to us all. 

I hope you will speak up against acreage limits for solar panels. Why should 
farmers be told they can't build panels near more densely populated areas, 
yet homeowners can put solar panels on their roofs without a problem; what 
is the difference there? 

lt feels like a lot of double standards exist in this proposal. I ask you to please 
vote down any additional restrictions to our farmers during these hard t imes. 

Truly, 

CC: ED EILBERT 



Commr.Allenbrand 111 S. Cherry St. 

Olathe, Kansas 66061 

ATTN:COMMISSIONER 

Please hear my concerns about the recent proposals to 

restrict solar ene.rt.:r panels from being installed 

beyond 1,000 acren -per private fa.rm. t..i.'his policy 

would be disastrous for private property owners and 
• ~ . > • 

;.{ ~- . 

de~~ing for our co.lL.nlunity • 
.~ ·,~; \..';•~:'-

• • :: '1 - -

Instead, I request that you n,:,t, only refrai.n your 

support on this issu~ut activ~ly oppo:?3~ ~-t when it 

reaches your meeting's agenda. 

Johnso:-• County deservas l.~;aders that w:',.}.1 stand for 

solar energy - and for common sense. 

Thank you, 



-- -- -
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Ill S. CHERRY ST, OLATHE, KS 66061 CC: ED EILBERT 

COMMISSIONER 
ALLENBRAND 

Dear Commissioner, 

We must work to make Johnson County a shining example of green energy for 

the rest of Kansas to follow. But to do this, we must stop considering ridiculous 

restriction proposals like the ones that are currently under review. 

I am asking you to please help our community invest in future generations and a 

cleaner tomorrow, rather than punishing farmers who are trying to make us 

more reliant on renewable energy sources like solar energy. 

Please show your support for the environment and for our county's children. 

Warmly, 
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TO: Comm. Allenbrand CC:I Chairman Eilbert 
111 S. Cherry St. 

Olathe, KS 66061 

Hello Commissioner, 

I am not pleased to hear of the newest solar energy restrictions being 

recommended at recent zoning meetings. Johnson County has a real 
chance to lead the region's solar energy efforts, but ifwe strangle the 
profitability of such a venture, we will hurt our economy and many 

family farmers along the way. 

Please do not allow such ideas as acreage limits and inadequate 
permit lengths prevent Johnson County from embracing opportunity. 

~Y. NO to these restrictions. 

Respectfully, ---/ ··M [ ..;, -( 
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COMMISSIONER lll S. Cherry St. Olathe, KS 66061 

CC: Ed EilbertALLENBRAND 

Dear Commis!doner: 

I am informed about the recent zoning recommendations for solar 

farming, and I am very much against seeing them passed into law. I am 

asking the Commission to please vote AGAINST these infringements of 

private property rights. 

There is no good reason why the county should be trying to tell farmers 

where they can and cannot put solar energy equipment on their own 

private property. That is overreach and just plain wrong. 

Please protect our local farmers from government interference in their 

livelihoods. 

Regards, 
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COMM. ALLENBRAND 
AND CHAIR EILBERT 
111 S. Cherry Street, Olathe, KS 66061 

Leaders of Johnson County: 

Please do not hesitate to protect our farmers from needless government red 
tape. While some think now is the time to be adding burdensome 
regulations to solar farming, I hope you will prove to be wiser. 

Our farmers - our community - cannot afford the endless demands for 
increased government control over private property. Though they are a 
small minority. it is still terrible to see people advocating to weaken the 
powerhouse of renewable energy and keep us dependent on crude. dirty 
energy sources. 

When the time comes to review and vote on these recent proposals for 
limiting acreage use and other such nonsense, I hope you will prove your 
support for clean energy and for our local farms. 

Concernedly. 



CC: 1TI 5. CHEDDY ST 

ED EILBEDT OLATHE, KS 66061 

Commissioner Allenbrand 

The farmen of Johnson County are looking to you for 

support as Galls to inerease regulations on their solar farms 

are being heard in loeal government meetings. 

We must not allow anti-renewable energy voiees to bring 

heavy burdens on our solar energy seetor. This would 

inerease energy eosts for all of us and limit our ability to 

move away from environmentally unfriendly sourees of 

energy. Please do not allow this to happen. 

PLEASE VOTE NO TO PDOTECT OUD FADMEDS! 

Thanks, 



Tuesday, March 22, 2022

Written Public Comment for Proposed Solar Facilities 
Amendments

I agree that comments submitted on 
this page will be passed along to all 
BOCC commissioners as a written 
statement entered into public 
record... 

Accepted

Name Cory Cochran

Address 16627 S Lind Rd
Olathe, KS, 66062

Email crcochran@gmail.com

Phone Number (913) 579-4542

Would you like to supply an image or 
file?

No

Comment
I believe solar energy should be incorporated as one of our power sources.  However, the use of 
massive areas that take "hundreds or thousands of acres" can easily be avoided.  One of the largest 
roadblocks to installing solar panels or roof matching solar tiles are they virtually all home owners 
associates block the use in neighborhoods.  A better option for Kansas would be to disallow home 
owners associations from preventing home owners from using solar renewable energy sources.  We 
would be able to provide solar back to the grid while avoiding waisting one of our most limited 
resources - land.  As the old saying goes - "there is no more land being made."  Instead, we would be far 
better off using existing resources, such as house roofs.  Lets not make the mistake that California did 
and have large acres of land littered with panels.



Wednesday, March 23, 2022

Written Public Comment for Proposed Solar Facilities 
Amendments

I agree that comments submitted on 
this page will be passed along to all 
BOCC commissioners as a written 
statement entered into public 
record... 

Accepted

Name Brenna Hipsher

Address 18845 West 160th Place
Olathe, Kansas, 66062

Email brennakathh@gmail.com

Would you like to supply an image or 
file?

No

Comment
Solar is getting cheaper by the day, and it doesn't require the massive amount of investment that oil, 
coal, and gas use do. A solar farm won't clog up rural roads with massive trucks, and won't emit 
noxious gases into the air that harm the environment and the health of residents. It is also a strong 
investment due to its ability to create high paying, safe jobs, as well as its ability to provide cheap 
energy that doesn't rely on exports from places like Russia. One day, we will run out of oil and coal, but 
we will never run out of sunlight.



Thursday, March 24, 2022

Written Public Comment for Proposed Solar Facilities 
Amendments

I agree that comments submitted on 
this page will be passed along to all 
BOCC commissioners as a written 
statement entered into public 
record... 

Accepted

Name Harry Soyster

Address 17808 W. 69th St.
Shawnee, KS, 66217

Email hsspindrift@aol.com

Would you like to supply an image or 
file?

No

Comment
I request strong County Commissioner support for major solar power generation in the county! 



Friday, March 25, 2022

Written Public Comment for Proposed Solar Facilities 
Amendments

I agree that comments submitted on 
this page will be passed along to all 
BOCC commissioners as a written 
statement entered into public 
record... 

Accepted

Name Debra Johnson

Address 12502 S Alden Ct
Olathe, KS, 66062

Email dfjohnsondfj@sbcglobal.net

Phone Number (913) 406-3777

Would you like to supply an image or 
file?

No

Comment
Our reliance on fossil fuels has become a foreign policy issue as well as an environmental hazard.  
Kansas has the opportunity to become a leader in solar and wind energy and to reap the tax benefit of 
these jobs and profits.  I am opposed to any regulations that inhibit the progress of renewable energy in 
Kansas



Friday, March 25, 2022

Written Public Comment for Proposed Solar Facilities 
Amendments

I agree that comments submitted on 
this page will be passed along to all 
BOCC commissioners as a written 
statement entered into public 
record... 

Accepted

Name Amy Hinrichs

Address 13715 W 123rd St
Olathe, KS, 66062

Email aloramy.hinrichs@yahoo.com

Phone Number (913) 831-4754

Would you like to supply an image or 
file?

No

Comment
I ask you to vote to support solar in Johnson County and send the regulations back to the board to be 
re-written.  As it stands the rules over regulate the renewable energy industry.  Three key points need to 
be addressed:

1.  As it stands, the conditional use permits are lower than industry standard of 25-30 years.  This could 
lead to higher consumer costs and threaten the viability of the project.

2.  A 1 mile buffer is reasonable and allows for growth without limiting the land owners rights in the 
buffered areas.

3.  Arbitrarily limiting the size to 1,000 acres limits the opportunities available to the county.

This is a great opportunity for you to lead this county into the future.  It is clear, clean energy is the 
future for our county.  Johnson County can and should be a leader in the green industry.  We have the 
resources and space to take both the county and Kansas forward.  There will be more and more 
demand for electricity, and we can't rely on limited, dirty fossil fuels to fill it.  Furthermore, we can 
already see a change in the weather across the country - more strong storms, drought, flooding, 
tornadoes, and fires.  We need to take every step we can to mitigate global warming, protect the

1



 environment, and reduce natural disasters.  With the solar farm, we can actually do something about 
climate change.  We can help to stop it.

Johnson County is the largest user of energy across the state.  Having the solar farm in the county 
make sense.  Gardner is next to a sub station which makes it ideal.  The energy captured almost 
immediately can be sent to the end user or stored.  It doesn't have to travel across the state.  Having it 
close to the end user, means it cost less and is more efficient to move.

Solar is clean (no pollution), safe, quiet (makes no noise), low cost maintenance (once it is in place, it 
is left alone for the next 20-40 years), and friendly to wild life (special fencing will be used).  This will be 
a boost for Johnson County economically, environmentally, and socially.  Other counties in Kansas and 
across the country can look to us as an innovator and leader to make this world better.

Don't leave Kansas behind.  Send the rules back to the planning commission so they can be re-written 
to encourage solar in Johnson County.

Thank you,
Amy Hinrichs
Olathe, KS
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Friday, March 25, 2022

Written Public Comment for Proposed Solar Facilities 
Amendments

I agree that comments submitted on 
this page will be passed along to all 
BOCC commissioners as a written 
statement entered into public 
record... 

Accepted

Name Sheree Murphy

Address 11228 Summit Street, Apt 1402
Lenexa, Kansas, 66215

Email leeshiel1960@gmail.com

Phone Number (913) 906-0055

Would you like to supply an image or 
file?

No

Comment
I ask you to vote to support solar in Johnson County.  The regulations need to be sent back to be re-
written.  The current rules over regulate the renewable energy industry  two points need to be 
addressed: 
1)  the conditional use permits are lower than industry standards of 25-30 years. 
2)   1 mile buffer zone is reasonable  



Saturday, March 26, 2022

Written Public Comment for Proposed Solar Facilities 
Amendments

I agree that comments submitted on 
this page will be passed along to all 
BOCC commissioners as a written 
statement entered into public 
record... 

Accepted

Name Jerry Rees

Address 2016 W 92nd St
Leawood, KS, 66206

Email reesveenstra@aol.com

Phone Number (913) 568-4250

Would you like to supply an image or 
file?

No

Comment
Support for Utility Scale Solar Development in Johnson County.

To Johnson County Commissioners:

I am writing in support of solar energy in Johnson County, including utility scale solar development (i.e.,
solar farms).  My comments come from an environmental, economic, and religious perspective.

Any long-term plan must envision a sustainable future.  It must promote and incentivize the expansion 
of renewable energy, energy efficiency, and conservation.  At this critical time for our planet, with the 
reality of climate change and its accelerating and intensifying consequences looming, we need more 
energy options, not less.  We must encourage development of alternative energy sources and make our 
energy grid more up-to-date and resilient.  This includes rooftop solar and utility scale solar!

Regarding the latter, the Planning Commission’s current recommendations would overregulate the 
renewable energy industry in Johnson County with rules more stringent than those accepted elsewhere, 
stunting the development and viability of utility scale solar projects, leading to increased cost for 
consumers,  

1



This overregulation sends a negative message to developers, new businesses, and new residents that 
Johnson County is backward looking and lacks forward thinking and vision to embrace the future.  This 
overregulation will have a chilling effect on Johnson County’s reputation as a modern and progressive 
place to live.  This overregulation will limit the growth of good jobs and economic opportunities within 
the community,

Rules and regulations for a solar farm should be on parity with other commercial projects and not 
create unnecessary impediments or costs.  Zoning should encourage utility scale solar development by
not capping the acreage to less than 2000 nor setting square mile limits.  Let there be economies of 
scale.  Let property owners decide how to use their own land.  

Specifically: 
• The term of conditional use permits for solar should be long enough to make projects attractive 
to investors (25-30 years).
• A one-mile buffer (instead of 2 miles) is standard and reasonable to allow for anticipated growth 
over 25-30 years without limiting landowner rights in the buffered areas.
• Limiting the size and scope of solar arrays to a non-standard 1,000 acres is a drastic infringement 
on landowner property rights while also arbitrarily limiting the opportunities available to the county.  
The allowed area should only include solar arrays, not access roads, utility buildings, and buffered 
areas. 

As currently written, Evergy’s Strategic Plan seeks to perpetuate dependence on dirty coal with harmful 
emissions that contribute to health problems and climate change, while consuming increasingly scarce 
surface and ground water.  Emissions include carbon dioxide, nitrogen oxides, sulfur oxides, methyl 
mercury, particulate matter, fly ash, and radioactive trace elements.  Evergy’s Plan seems to ignore the 
fact that Kansas has abundant wind and solar potential--clean, renewable, inexhaustible energy!

I am concerned about the health of our environment and the health of our citizens, as well as the 
economic health of our county.  During the last decade, wind energy has revitalized central and western 
Kansas (and parts of Missouri) and promoted sustainable economic development with well-paying 
jobs.  Solar energy can do the same!

Estimates for a 320MW solar farm are. 
• 250 Construction Jobs.
• $40+ million in county personal property tax payments.
• Agricultural Co-use opportunities.
• 320 MW of clean energy, enough to power more than 200,000 homes.

Evergy’s Plan fails to acknowledge that global climate change has become an existential crisis that 
must be addressed here and now, sooner rather than later.  People of faith and conscience increasingly 
regard global climate change as the overarching moral, social, economic, environmental, national 
security, and theological issue of our age.  

Humans have a responsibility to tend the Garden, to steward God’s Good Green Earth.  We did not 
create the web of life; we are only a strand within it.  What we do to the web we do to ourselves.  When 
we think of loving our neighbors, let us act realizing that we all live upwind and upstream from 
someone else—both in time and place!

We must design a balanced energy policy that looks to the future, instead of repeating the past.  
Johnson County can do better.  Its citizens deserve better.  By progressing beyond mid-20th-century 
technology, by embracing 21st-century technology, Johnson County can be a leader instead of a 
laggard!

Respectfully submitted,

Jerry Rees
2016 W 92 Street
Leawood, KS 66206
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Sunday, March 27, 2022

Written Public Comment for Proposed Solar Facilities 
Amendments

I agree that comments submitted on 
this page will be passed along to all 
BOCC commissioners as a written 
statement entered into public 
record... 

Accepted

Name Al Frisby

Address 10121 w 59 ter
Merriam KS, KS, 66203

Email alfrisbyformerriam@gmail.com

Phone Number (913) 206-5354

Would you like to supply an image or 
file?

No

Comment

Electricity from Solar energy is now monetarily cheaper per watt than coal, gas, nuclear, or wind.  
Overregulation of Solar energy will (see below) make it more difficult in a number of ways:

• Limiting conditional use permits to less than the industry-standard accepted terms of 
25-30 years is arbitrary. It also threatens the viability of utility scale solar projects and 
could lead to increased consumer costs. 
• Buffering cities at 2-miles from solar panels is excessive. A one mile buffer is reasonable 
and allows for the anticipated growth over the next 25-30 years without limiting 
landowner rights in the buffered areas.
• Limiting the size and scope to only 1,000 acres is a gross infringement on landowner 
property rights while also arbitrarily limiting the opportunities available to the county.

Here are some thoughts about the positive nature of going Solar and scaling back on regulation:
• “Utility scale solar development fits perfectly into the long-term goals for Johnson 
County, bringing good jobs and economic opportunities to the community, helps 
preserve top-tier agricultural soils, and supplies the energy our 21st century businesses 
demand.”

1



Here are positive estimates for a 320MW USS facility. 
• 250 Construction Jobs...temporary but meningful
• $40+ million in county personal property tax payments
• Agricultural Co-use opportunities
• 320 MW of clean energy, enough to power more than 200,000 homes.
• Business, environmental, labor, and civic organizations across the metro area are joining 
the movement

Please consider these sensible suggestions.

Al Frisby
10121 W 59th Ter
Merriam, KS  66203
913 206 5354
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Sunday, March 27, 2022

Written Public Comment for Proposed Solar Facilities 
Amendments

I agree that comments submitted on 
this page will be passed along to all 
BOCC commissioners as a written 
statement entered into public 
record... 

Accepted

Name Keith Larsen

Address 17393 W 156th St
Olathe , KS, 66062

Email klarsen36@comcast.net

Phone Number (913) 768-0411

Would you like to supply an image or 
file?

No

Comment
Could we kill 2 birds with 1 stone if we use the Sunflower Ammunition Plant land to build a large solar 
farm?  Wouldn't this cost less in cleanup of that land since it would not be occupied by people? This 
just seems like a more cost effective use of that property.  
 
Thanks 



Monday, March 28, 2022

Written Public Comment for Proposed Solar Facilities 
Amendments

I agree that comments submitted on 
this page will be passed along to all 
BOCC commissioners as a written 
statement entered into public 
record... 

Accepted

Name Leslie Mark

Address 2900 West 68 Street
Mission Hills, KS, 66208

Email ldmark61@gmail.com

Phone Number (913) 345-1557

Would you like to supply an image or 
file?

No

Comment
Commissioners, 
 
My name is Leslie Mark and I am a 36-year resident of Johnson County.  
 
I support solar development in our county — and across Kansas — as a means of immediately 
decreasing reliance on fossil fuel powered electricity. It is a potentially more secure electricity 
generation because it is less susceptible to seasonal interruptions and is perpetually renewable. 
Regulations you pass will ensure decades of continued robust economic development within Johnson 
County, while environmentally benefitting JoCo residents and the region.  
 
I care, as do you, because our county will need to nimbly respond to a variety of challenges in coming 
decades in order to thrive economically. We need forward thinking climate action now.



 

 

 

 

 

From: Arehart, Grace, CMO 
To: PLN-Planner on Duty 
Subject: FW: Contact Commissioners > Content Submission | Number: 788 
Date: Wednesday, March 30, 2022 1:50:03 PM 
Attachments: image001.png 

Grace Arehart 
Senior Executive Assistant 
County Manager's Office 
111 S. Cherry Street, Suite 3300 Olathe, Kansas 66061 
Direct 913-715-0425 | 
Office 913-715-0430 | TDD 800-766-3777 

From: donotreply@jocogov.org <donotreply@jocogov.org> 
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2022 1:19 PM 
To: Arehart, Grace, CMO <Grace.Arehart@jocogov.org>; Hanzlick, Janee, BOC <Janee.Hanzlick@jocogov.org> 
Subject: Contact Commissioners > Content Submission | Number: 788 

Submission ID:8627 

First Name 
Jan 

Last Name 
Stanley 

Address 
10407 Grant Ln 
Overland Park, KS. 66212 

Email 
jmostanley@gmail.com 

Phone 
9133142111 

Which Commissioner(s) would you like to contact? 
Janeé Hanzlick - 4th District 

Comment/Question 
Thank you for supporting development of more solar power in Johnson County. We cannot be acting to produce 
alternate energy sources quickly enough. It will profit the county greatly to explore developing solar resources as 
widely as possible. 
Thanks for representing the 4th District of Johnson county. 

mailto:Grace.Arehart@jocogov.org
mailto:Planner@jocogov.org
mailto:jmostanley@gmail.com
tel:9133142111
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Jan Stanley 

Would you like to supply an image or file? 
No 



 

 

 

 

 

From: Pearson, Penny, CMO 
To: PLN-Planner on Duty 
Subject: FW: Contact Commissioners > Content Submission | Number: 789 
Date: Wednesday, March 30, 2022 3:10:56 PM 
Attachments: image001.png 

Penny Pearson 
Senior Executive Assistant 
County Manager's Office 
111 S. Cherry Street, Suite 3300 Olathe, Kansas 66061 
Direct 913-715-0501 | 
Office 913-715-0430 | TDD 800-766-3777 

From: donotreply@jocogov.org <donotreply@jocogov.org> 
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2022 3:06 PM 
To: Fast, Becky, BOC <Becky.Fast@jocogov.org>; O'Hara, Charlotte, BOC <Charlotte.OHara@jocogov.org>; Blount, 
Cindy, CMO <Cindy.Blount@jocogov.org>; Eilert, Ed, BOC <Ed.Eilert@jocogov.org>; Arehart, Grace, CMO 
<Grace.Arehart@jocogov.org>; Hanzlick, Janee, BOC <Janee.Hanzlick@jocogov.org>; Meyers, Jeff, BOC 
<Jeff.Meyers@jocogov.org>; Ashcraft, Michael, BOC <Michael.Ashcraft@jocogov.org>; Pearson, Penny, CMO 
<Penny.Pearson@jocogov.org>; Allenbrand, Shirley, BOC <Shirley.Allenbrand@jocogov.org> 
Subject: Contact Commissioners > Content Submission | Number: 789 

Submission ID:8650 

First Name 
Anna 

Last Name 
Graether 

Address 
3716 W 83rd Terrace 
Prairie Village, KS. 66206 

Email 
annagraether@gmail.com 

Phone 
18169852337 

Which Commissioner(s) would you like to contact? 
Ed Eilert - Board Chairman, Becky Fast - 1st District, Jeff Meyers - 2nd District, Charlotte O'Hara - 3rd District, Janeé 
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Hanzlick - 4th District, Michael Ashcraft - 5th District, Shirley Allenbrand - 6th District 

Comment/Question 
I am writing to support the West Gardner Solar Farm being approved WITHOUT the restrictions recently proposed 
by the Planning Commission. We have no time to lose in transitioning away from our dependence on fossil fuels to 
cleaner, non-imported, renewable energy sources. Kansas is a sunny state that is not taking advantage of the 
economic and environmental opportunities available. Regulations for this project should be consistent with 
profitable, large-scale solar developments and not the highly restrictive regulations proposed currently. My children 
need climate action now. I support solar, and the transition to solar energy wherever possible. 

Would you like to supply an image or file? 
No 



Commissioner Ashcraft voicemail comment received on March 30, 2022 from Sheila Hayes: 

This is Sheila Hayes and I live in Lenexa Kansas. And I want to urge *inaudible* commissioner to support 
policy that supports solar development in Johnson County. Thank you. Bye. 
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Let's make this happen! Johnson County needs utility-scale 
solar investments. Solar farms are a key component of 
our smarter energy future and the kind of sustainable 
development we support. 

Don't leave Kansas behind. We should be developing solar 
projects in our region, as our neighboring states are doing. 
This is sustainable development that will net benefits for all. 

Count me in! 
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Count me in! 
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Let's make this happen! Johnson County needs utility-scale 
solar investments. Solar farms are a key component of 
our smarter energy future and the kind of sustainable 
development we support. 

Don't leave Kansas behind. We should be developing solar 
projects in our region, as our neighboring states are doing. 
This is sustainable development that will net benefits for all. 
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Let's make this happen! Johnson County needs utility-scale 
solar investments. Solar farms are a key component of 
our smarter energy future and the kind of sustainable 
development we support. 

Don't leave Kansas behind. We should be developing solar 
projects in our region, as our neighboring states are doing. 
This is sustainable development that will net benefits for all. 

Count me in! 
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Let's make this happen! Johnson County needs utility-scale 
solar investments. Solar farms are a key component of 
our smarter energy future and the kind of sustainable 
development we support. 

Don't leave Kansas behind. We should be developing solar 
projects in our region, as our neighboring states are doing. 
This is sustainable development that will net benefits for all. 

Count me in! 
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Let's make this happen! Johnson County needs utility-scale 
solar investments. Solar farms are a key component of 
our smarter energy future and the kind of sustainable 
development we support. 

Don't leave Kansas behind. We should be developing solar 
projects in our region, as our neighboring states are doing. 
This is sustainable development that will net benefits for all. 

Count me in! 
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Let's make this happen! Johnson County needs utility-scale 
solar investments. Solar farms are a key component of 
our smarter energy future and the kind of sustainable 
development we support. 

Don't leave Kansas behind. We should be developing solar 
projects in our region, as our neighboring states are doing. 
This is sustainable development that will net benefits for all. 

Count me in! 
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Let's make this happen! Johnson County needs utility-scale 
solar investments. Solar farms are a key component of 
our smarter energy future and the kind of sustainable 
development we support. 

Don't leave Kansas behind. We should be developing solar 
projects in our region, as our neighboring states are doing. 
This is sustainable development that will net benefits for all. 

Count me in! 
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Let's make this happen! Johnson County needs utility-scale 
solar investments. Solar farms are a key component of 
our smarter energy future and the kind of sustainable 
development we support. 

Don't leave Kansas behind. We should be developing solar 
projects in our region, as our neighboring states are doing. 
This is sustainable development that will net benefits for all. 

Count me in! 
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Let's make this happen! Johnson County needs utility-scale 
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our smarter energy future and the kind of sustainable 
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Don't leave Kansas behind. We should be developing solar 
projects in our region, as our neighboring states are doing. 
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Let's make this happen! Johnson County needs utility-scale 
solar investments. Solar farms are a key component of 
our smarter energy future and the kind of sustainable 
development we support. 

Don't leave Kansas behind. We should be developing solar 
projects in our region, as our neighboring states are doing. 
This is sustainable development that will net benefits for all. 
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Let's make this happen! Johnson County needs utility-scale 
solar investments. Solar farms are a key component of 
our smarter energy future and the kind of sustainable 
development we support. 

Don't leave Kansas behind. We should be developing solar 
projects in our region, as our neighboring states are doing. 
This is sustainable development that will net benefits for all. 

Count me in! 
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Let's make this happen! Johnson County needs utility-scale 
solar investments. Solar farms are a key component of 
our smarter energy future and the kind of sustainable 
development we support. 

Don't leave Kansas behind. We should be developing solar 
projects in our region, as our neighboring states are doing. 
This is sustainable development that will net benefits for all. 

Count me in! 
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